strategic leaders to navigate, exposing national security policy to an increasingly global and interconnected audience. Advancing technologies, further interconnecting international systems and increasing and faster media access will immediately display the civil-military discourse and its impact on the national security apparatus.
The past ten years has highlighted strategic gaps in that discourse, leading to significant damage to individuals, organizations, and institutions. Strategic leaders, civilian and military alike, share responsibility to uphold the highest ideals in conducting future discourse, emphasizing ethical, and professional, decision making.
There is likely no more difficult calling for a military professional than to dissent, especially when there are clear moral, legal, or ethical reasons to do so. It is when those reasons blur in a world increasingly turning grey where our future civil-military discourse demands strategic military leaders to fully understand dissent, and its implications, when speaking truth to power. The last decade shows that the military's robotic acquiescence to political masters is outdated and that there indeed is a place for dissent in today's environment, as long as it remains respectful and private.
THE NEED FOR PROPER MILITARY DISSENT
We warriors must keep foremost in our minds that there are boundaries to the prerogatives of leadership.
-Vice Admiral James Stockdale 1 The future security environment is poised to become even more difficult for strategic leaders to navigate. Competition for dwindling resources, advancing technologies, expanding social media, globalization and continued military involvement in limited wars will undoubtedly sharpen pressure on senior political and military leaders, creating an environment where the impacts of their views instantaneously become more vivid, and possibly, more divisive.
Strategic leaders, civilian and military alike, share responsibility to uphold the highest ideals in conducting proper discourse that emphasizes ethical, and professional, decision making. When there is disagreement, however, there is likely no more difficult calling for a military professional than to dissent, especially when clear moral, legal or ethical reasons exist. It is when those reasons blur in a world increasingly turning grey where our future civil-military discourse demands strategic military leaders to fully understand the need for dissent when speaking truth to power. More importantly, they demonstrate that Samuel Huntington's foundational theory of robotic acquiescence by the military to its political masters is outdated. There is a need for dissent in shaping effective national security policy today, but only if it remains respectful and private. Strategic leaders can better embrace this reality by appreciating future security challenges, traversing academic civil-military underpinning, dissecting relevant lessons of recent military dissent and critically thinking about how to move the idea of dissent forward so that it strengthens, rather than hinders, the profession of arms.
The Future Security Environment
The future security environment will undoubtedly mandate coherent civil-military discourse in dealing with tomorrow's complexities. The transcendent pace of innovation, emerging technologies and rising security challenges will necessitate faster, more adaptable and increasingly coherent national policy between the military and its political leadership. The early 21st century alone has seen significant progress: the breadth of democracy has expanded; the global economy has grown; there is peace between major powers; the threat of nuclear war has diminished; and international commerce has brought people and nations together. Unfortunately, this environment has also given way to enduring challenges: religious, ethnic and non-state ideologies are increasing; weapons of mass destruction are proliferating; natural resources are dwindling; and people are sharing both global food supplies and increased public health dangers. 2 Many renowned futurists and visionaries concur that the future will continue to globalize and connect at unimaginable speed, touching more people simultaneously than ever before. Advancing technologies will shrink earth's furthest, and most remote, frontiers (including space), interconnecting people, places and ideologies unimaginable today. These advanced technologies will challenge the notion of traditional international systems, leading to a globalized, web-enabled network where -work gets done where it can be done most effectively and efficiently.‖ 3 The geographic, moral, ethical and legal boundaries of sovereign nation-states and non-state actors will increasingly blur, giving way to an era dominated by -the potential for disruption, as opposed to an orderly transfer of power from the old winners to the new winners.‖ 4 This environment will further strain state privacy, pressuring strategic leaders, military and civilian alike, to keep national policy disagreement private.
Dissent and the Strategic Military Context
The idea of dissent is straightforward. It is merely a difference of opinion. In a civilian business context, especially in non-hierarchical organizations, dissent can be seen as critical to the creative inspiration of a company. To the military, however, it fundamentally strikes at the heart of the hierarchical chain of command and differing authorities. The higher rank and position the military leader attains, the more fundamental the issue of dissent becomes. The interaction of policy formulation, resourcing and advice that occurs at the strategic level between the President, Congress and military takes on a decidedly different character than at the tactical level.
At the strategic level, properly communicating dissent is both nationally and internationally important as the U.S. secures its global leadership responsibilities.
At its foundation the U.S. democratic system creates a possibly contentious environment. The public elects officials to serve as the President and the Congress, endowing them with the Constitutional responsibility of national security. Wong's and Lovelace's set of choices, but adds that the elemental bond of trust must fundamentally be considered by dissenting military leaders. 22 For Snider, dissent must be analyzed against this bond of trust with the strategic leader's three clients: the American people, civilian leaders and subordinates. 23 In order to assess the effect, or impact, on these trust relationships the strategic leader should consider: the gravity of the issue to the nation, the relevance of the strategic leader's professional expertise to the issue at hand, the degree of sacrifice involved for the dissenter, the timing of the act of dissent, and the leader's authenticity. Ultimately, Snider concludes that less public dissent strengthens the trust relationships, and thus, the profession. …when some suggest that we, in The Army, don't understand the importance of civilian control of the military -well, that's just not helpfuland it isn't true. The Army has always understood the primacy of civilian control -we reinforce that principle to those with whom we train all around the world. So to muddy the waters when important issues are at stake, issues of life and death, is a disservice to all of those in and out of uniform who serve and lead so well. 43 Since the incident General Shinseki has remained noticeably quiet, despite worsened security and increased troop levels in Iraq. He has not discussed the details in military memoirs, has refused public comment and has gone on to serve as a Cabinet
Secretary in a new administration. As others described him when he assumed the Army had not yet made a decision.
In quick, and sharp, rebuke the administration redressed General McChrystal, both publicly and privately. In the face of instant international media attention, President
Obama surprisingly did not fire him, opting rather for a face-to-face meeting the next day in Copenhagen, Denmark -a widely considered one-sided, poignant discussion. In line with President Obama's rebuke, the National Security Adviser, General (retired) James Jones, offered that -ideally, it's better for military advice to come up through the chain of command.‖ 50 Secretary of Defense Gates further commented, saying -it is imperative that all of us taking part in these deliberations, civilians and military alike, provide our best advice to the president, candidly but privately.‖ Advocating proper dissent skills in junior ranks alone does not assume future miscues will not occur, but at least it starts developing skills that are needed at the strategic level.
Finally, as the Army is rightfully undergoing another profession of arms campaign, it is important for officers, regardless of seniority, to remain focused on the ideas of professionalism. This professionalism requires an officer's word and deed, public or private, to remain appropriate, especially in bearing, tone and language. 60 Even though the public media has a responsibility to report accurately, it is, more importantly, the officer's responsibility to act and talk appropriately -especially when action and talk reside at the national security level. A very good example is how General
Petraeus recently handled his responsibilities at congressional confirmation hearings to be the next CIA Director. -This is not about me…it's not about a reputation. This is about our country. And the best step for our country, with the commander in chief having made a decision, is to execute that decision to the very best of our ability. 
Conclusion
Advancing technologies, further interconnecting international systems and increasing and faster media access will immediately display future civil-military discourse to the international audience. The past ten years alone has highlighted where gaps in that discourse resulted in significant damage to institutions, organizations and individuals. Strategic leaders, civilian and military alike, share responsibility to uphold the highest ideals in conducting future discourse, emphasizing ethical, and professional, decision making, to bridge these gaps.
As Wong and Lovelace point out, there is a range of options senior leaders should consider in seeking to resolve disagreement, including dissent and its ramifications. As Snider affirms though, trust is the foundation of the civil-military discourse and it must be engendered via public policy agreement, not disagreement.
And as Ulrich concludes, even if strategic leaders non-maliciously dissent in public, including implicitly, they violate the do-no-harm civil-military norm, and thus, do more damage than good. There is likely no more difficult calling for a military professional than to publicly dissent, especially when there are clear moral, legal, or ethical reasons to do so. However, it is when those reasons blur in a world increasingly turning grey where our future civil-military discourse demands strategic leaders to fully understand dissent, and its implications, when speaking truth to power.
It remains the military leader's responsibility to set the right example in how to embrace the policies of their civilian masters. Leaders who accept the mantel of strategic leadership, predominantly at the Colonel level and above, implicitly accept this responsibility, placing the impact of their actions on the greater institution above oneself.
This also inherently means that senior leaders must be politically astute, realizing that they may be called upon to be a key player in the political process. 
